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Lesson 11: The Gift of Godly Character





Memory Verse: James 2:17

In the same way,!
faith by itself, !

if it is not accompanied !
by action, is dead.!



Purpose of the !
Letter of James!

• To encourage Jewish 
believers who fled 
persecution in 
Jerusalem following 
the death of Stephen 
(Acts 7:54-8:3)!

• To instruct them about 
the difficulties they 
had!

• To reach out as their 
pastor in absentia

Now those who 
were scattered 
because of the 

persecution that 
took place over 

Stephen traveled 
as far as 

Phoenicia, 
Cyprus, and 

Antioch, and they 
spoke the word to 

no one except 
Jews. !

!
Acts 11:19



Relationship of James to Other Biblical writings!
!

• Strong similarity with the Sermon on the Mount in 
Matthew!
!

• Echoes the wisdom theme of Proverbs!
!

• There are 36 parallels between teachings in James 
and teachings of Jesus in Matthew, Mark and Luke!

!
Expositor’s Bible Commentary on James!

Kenneth L. Barker and John R. Kohlenberger III!
!
!



LITERARY STYLE OF JAMES

Although James begins with customary salutations, 
it is related to ancient wisdom literature with its 
collection of  proverbs. 
!
Example:  
Consider it pure joy, my brothers, whenever you 
face trials of  many kinds because you know that 
the testing of  your faith develops perseverance. 
James 1:2-3 
!



Literary Style of James

Diatribe:!
originally meant a 

prolonged discourse, 
(like a sermon!)!

Characteristics of a Diatribe!
!

•Imaginary dialogues!
•Metaphors taken from nature and everyday life!
•Harsh addresses to readers!
•Contrasts!
!
!



!
James uses the rhetorical device of direct 
command over 50 times in the 108 verses 
of the letter.
!
For example: “Be doers of the word, and not 
hearers only. James 1:22
!
This reveals James’ purpose is to move his 
readers to action. His tone is continuously 
energetic and sometimes scolding.  



TRIALS, TESTS, AND TEMPTATIONS: JAMES 1:1-17

James uses the same Greek 
word, peirasmos, which is 
translated as “trial”, “test”, 
and “temptation.”!
!
Strong’s Greek Dictionary



Temptation !
!
•To obey self and please self!
!
•To be deceived!
!
•To be incomplete!
!
•To be broken down!
!
•To be enticed and lured away!
!
•To lose spiritual blessings!
!
•To reveal sinful heart!

Trial/Test!
•To test faith!
!
•To produce steadfastness!
!
•To produce maturity, wholeness!
!
•To trust God!
!
•For God to provide!
!
•To acknowledge our need/God’s 
goodness!
!
•To measure our faith!
!
•For God to keep His promises

The Difference is The Kind of Opportunity

VS.



TRIALS are difficult events that inevitably come to 
every life.!
!
TESTS are sent by God to bring out the best in us.!
!
TEMPTATIONS are sent by Satan to entice us to 
sin. 

SUMMING IT UP



Planning to !
Resist 

Temptation



Most Common Temptations!
!

Worry and Anxiety (60%)!
Procrastination (60%)!

Eating Too Much (55%)!
Media Addiction (44%)!

Laziness (41%)!
Overspending and Debt (34%)!

Gossip (26%)!
Alcohol and Drug Abuse (11%)!

!
!

From Barna Group survey  
for the book Our Favorite Sins by Todd Hunter 



WHAT’S MISSING FROM THAT LIST?

IDOLATRY



Trying to Resist Temptation!
!

More than half of ALL Americans say they do nothing!
Majority of Catholics/Protestants make an attempt!

!

•18% turn to prayer!
•12% use reason and reminders!
•10% “just said no” or avoided tempting situations!
•8% focus on something else!
•7 % considered the consequences!
•4% took preventive measures!
•3% recalled scripture!
!

~Barna study~



Millennial* Concerns

“The bigger concern is Millennials are beginning to accept 
these emotions as normal and not inherently wrong--as a 
result of media influence, normative peer behavior and 
shifting values. Whatever the case, a distinct moral 
perspective seems to be emerging among younger adults 
when compared to older generations. Millions of Millennials 
do not see temptation as something to be avoided, but 
rather a relatively benign feature of modern life.”!
!
David Kinnaman, the Barna Group *Generation born !

between 
1980-2000



James emphasizes 
perseverance as the key 
to overcoming trials and 
temptations.

Consider it pure joy, 
my brothers,whenever 
you face trials of many 
kinds, because you 
know that the testing 
of your faith develops 
perseverance. !
!
Perseverance must 
finish its work so that 
you may be mature 
and complete, not 
lacking in anything. 
1:4

Blessed is the man who 
perseveres under trial, 
because when he has 
stood the test, he will 
receive the crown of life 
that God has promised to 
those who love him. 
1:12



Enabling 
Perseverance

worriers!
anonymous!

.org

procrastinators-!
anonymous!

.org



•Acknowledge the temptation and your 
need for help from God to overcome it!
!

•Identify situations where you are weak!
!

•Identify strategies that help you resist 
temptation!
!
•Join a supportive community!
!

•Journal your successes and failures 
so you can discover what works and 
what doesn’t!
  
!

When Just Say No Isn’t Enough





Applying The Lesson In Your Life

What temptation in your life is the most difficult for 
you to resist?!
!
Think of one new way to anticipate that temptation 
and either avoid or resist it this week.


